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In this paper, we continue the study of the asymptotic number of rooted maps 
on general surfaces initiated by Bender and Cantield. Let is(n) (respectively, a,(,)) 
be the number of n-vertex rooted 2-connected triangular maps on the orientable 
(respectively, non-orientable) surface of type g. We shall prove that, as n --) ca, 

ii&n) - i,(An)“g- i)‘2(27/2)” and d,(n) - 7,(An)“~-‘)“(27/2~, 

where A = 36f5/27/5Y 7, and i, are the constants defined in an earlier paper by the 
author (J. Combin. Theory Ser. ff 52 (1991), 236249). 0 1992 Academic FWS, hc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A (rooted) triangular map on a surface is a (rooted) map on the surface 
[2] such that each face has valency three; a (rooted) near-triangular map 
on a surface is a (rooted) map on the surface such that all faces except 
possibly the root face and some other distinguished faces have valency 
three. As in [2], we use g= 1 -x/2 to denote the type of a surface with 
Euler Characteristic 1. 

Consider rooted loopless near-triangular maps which have some dis- 
tinguished faces indexed by a finite set Z. Let ig(x, y, z,) be the generating 
function for such maps on the orientable surface of type g, where x marks 
the number of non-root vertices, y marks the root face valency, and zI= 
(zi: ie Z} marks the valencies of the distinguished faces. We similarly 
define d”Jx, y, z~) for non-orientable surfaces and define d,(x, y, z,) = 
Jg(x, y, zI) + a,(.~, y, z,). For convenience, we shall simply use i&x, y, I) 
to denote ~Jx, y, z,), etc. throughout the rest of the paper. Let [ .] be the 
usual coefficient operator. Define 

&,,(x, f) = CY’I &,(x, Y, 0, agJX, I) = c y’] qx, y, I), 

&+) = Lx”- ‘l&,3(4 m and J&d = Lx”- ‘I &3(x, 0). 

Then JJn) (respectively, a,(n)) is the number of n-vertex rooted loopless 
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triangular maps on the orientable (respectively, non-orientable) surface of 
type g. 

Although it seems very difficult to obtain the exact expressions of 
generating functions of rooted non-planar maps with high connectivity (the 
only known results are for 2-connected maps and triangular maps on the 
projective plane [4, 5]), Bender and Wormald obtained the asymptotic 
number of rooted 2-connected maps on general surfaces [3]. They 
observed that the relation between rooted 2-connected planar maps and 
rooted planar maps also holds for non-planar ones except for a “negligible 
fraction.” In this paper, we shall use the following proposition to get 
around the connectivity difficulty. (See [S] for a proof.) 

PROPOSITION. A triangular map is 2-connected if and only ifit is loopless. 

We shall prove: 

THEOREM 1. For fixed g and n + CC, 

JJn) - iR(An)5(“-“‘2(27/2)“, 

d”,(n) - Ig(An)5’gp ““(27/2)“, 

where A = 36i5/27/5 and i, and i, are the constants defined in [6, Theorem 11. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we show that 
d,(x, y, I) satisfy the typical recursion described in [2,6] with some extra 
negligible terms; In Section 3, we show that these “extra negligible terms” 
are indeed negligible and thereby obtain the asymptotic expression for 
d,,(x, 0); Section 4 gives similar asymptotic expression for ig.,(x, 0) 
and uses the preceding results and the following lemma to complete the 
proof of Theorem 1. 

LEMMA 1. For g > 0, 

Jg,3(4 0) = J,.Ax, 0) and Jg,& 0) = Jg,*(x, 0). 

Proof The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 2 
in [6]. 1 

We will assume that the reader is familiar with [2,6]. For those 
notations not defined here, we refer to [2]. 

2. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS FOR d,(x, y,Z) 

Let 

F(x, y, I) = c a(j, k, fi) xjy” fl zp and G(x, y, I) = 1 b(j, k, f,) xjy” n zi/; 

i!SI ief 
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be formal power series with non-negative coefficients. We say F(x, y, I) < 
G(x, y, I) if a(j, k, f,) < b(j, k, f,) for all j, k, fi. In this section, we prove: 

THEOREM 2. Let w, w’ +! Z be distinct integers and (g, I) # (0, a). Then, 

=xY2 5 C ‘jtxT Y> s, Ag-j(X, y, Z-S) 
j=O/Z SEI 

+b* Y&g-d.% y,z+ (WI)-L,,,-1(x, y,z+ {w},] [ H’ zw=J 

+y2 ay [ -%yd,-1,2(x~ YJ))-L,,-1,2(x, y,Z) 1 
+ Y- Tq-? YY 0 - L,k Y, 01 

+ c YZi 
[ 

&j tzidg( X, zi, I- {i} -.!Jd,(X, y, I- ii})) 
icl &i- 

-L&x, y, I- {i>) , 1 
where 

O<L T,g-l(xY Y? z+ {WI, 

g-1 
G C C Aj(x, zw, s)Ag-l-j(x, Y, I+ tw}-S) 

j=O/Z SEI 

+2x-‘z,-&A g-2(x? Y, z+ {w> + {w’})I.w~=z, 
w  

+x-l & kv~g-3,2(x, Y, z+ {w})), 
w  

0 G L, g - 1,2(x, Y9 0 
g - w 

G c c A+, Y, N A,- 1,2--j(x, Y, Z- S) 
j=O/Z SEI 

+2x-‘z,44 
Z W 

g-3,2(xv YT z+ bJHlzw=y 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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06LD,g(X, Y,Z- {i>, 

<i C Aj(x~zi~s)Ag~j(x~Y~Z-{i}-S) 
i=o/2 SEI- {I} 

+2x-k;. A,-,(& Y, 1) 
I 

+x-l- l (z.A - ( 
=i-Y 

I g l/2 x,zi,z- {+Y4-,,2(x,YJ- (q,,, 

and 

Lg(x9 Y3 I)= i 1 Y2Aj,2(x, S) Ag-j(x, Y, Z- S) + Ng(X7 y, I), 
j=O/2 SEI 

with 

OGNg(x, YY ~)~44x-‘A,-,(x, y, I+ {w))Il,=y+x-1Ag-,,2(x, y, I), 

and 

A -1,2(x, Y, Z)=A-_,b, Y, Z)=O. 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Proof The proof of ( 1) is very similar to that of [ 6, Theorem 21 except 
that there are some extra L-terms here. These L-terms arise from subcases 
A,, B,, and B, (cf. the proof of [6, Theorem 23) when adding a new root 
edge creates a loop. We omit the proof of (2k(6) because it is quite 
lengthy. Interested readers may refer to [7] for the details. 1 

3. ASYMPTOTIC EVALUATION OF A,,,(x, 0) 

This section is very similar to Section 4 of [6]. Multiplying (1) by y and 
collecting terms in A,(x, y, I), we obtain 

4~ Y) Agk Y, 1) 

= -xy3 ic Aj(x, Y, S)Ag-,(X, Y,Z-S) 
j=OjZ ScI 

US)+ (0,0). (g,l) 

-2y4 -& A g--1(x, YT I+ (W))lr,=y+2Y3L~g-l(x, Y9 z+ (w))I-.w’y 
w 

-y3 $ (YA,- 1,2(x, Y, 0) + y3b,g- ,/2(x, Y, 1) 
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+ flc Yzdj,*tx, s, dg-j(x9 Y, 1-S) +y’d,*(X, I) 
j=O/2 SsI 

(j..V+(O.O),(n.I) 

x ~O(X? Y, 0) - ~g(x, Y, 1) 

-= L 
Y2zi & tzidg( x9 zi, I- {i})-Ydg(xv Y, I- {i})) 

iel 

-~,,& Y> z- {i), > 1 (7) 

where 

4x, Y) = 2XY3do(4 Y, 0) + 1 -y -Y2do,2k 0). 

For the remainder of the paper, let f(x) = Ckto fkxk be the unique 
power series defined by 

f=1 
1 -t’ 

x = t( 1 - 2t)2. 

Using Lagrange’s inversion formula, we have 

fk=; 5 (“+:,) (k-1)2’>0. 
I=0 

From [S], we know A(x, f)=O. Setting y=f in (7), we have 

dO(X> f, 0) ~g,*(x, 0 

=xf 5 1 dj(x, f, s, dg-j(x, .L I- s, 
j=O/2 SGI 

(i.S)#(0,0).(g,O 

+Y’~~,~,(x~f,z+i~~)lr,=r2f~,,,(x,f~+iw})l,.=, 
W’ 

+f g (Ydg- 1,2(x, Y, mly=/-fLP,gp 1,2(x, f, I) 

- Ii1 

j=O/2 Sc_I 
‘J,2tx3 ‘) A,- jtx, f, Z- S) +$ N,(X, f, I) 

(.LS)Z(O.0),(g.I) 

+ C zi 
[ 
&f tzidg( x~~i~~-{~})-fd,(x,s,z-{i})) 

iel * 

-LD,,(x,f, Z- {i))l. (8) 
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Before proceeding, we need to introduce some notations. Let 

g(x)= 1 gnxn, h(x)= c h,x” 
?I>0 II>0 

be two formal power series. We use 

g(x) = W(x)) to mean g, = 0(/z,), 

g(x) = o(G)) to mean g, = 0(/z,). 

From [2], we know that g(x) %/I(X) implies g(x) =/z(x) + o(h(x)). Let 
a = (...cri . ..) be a vector of non-negative integers such that oli = 0 for i 4 I 
and define 

for any function H,(x, y, I) (here, and in the following, Ial denotes xi ai.). 
Let 0 denote the zero vector and e, denote the wth unit vector. Our goal 
in this section is to prove the following theorem and use it to estimate 

THEOREM 3. Lete=(lOg+2n+5111+2lal-3)/4. Then 

A~~(x,Z,U)=0((1-~x)-e+3’4+H’2) for (g,Z)#(O,@), 

and there is a collection of constants Ar’(Z, a) such that 

for (g, 111, n) Z t&O, 0) and A:‘(& a)>Ofor (g, 111, n) # (O,O, 1). 

We will prove Theorem 3 by induction using the lexicographic ordering 
on (g, II), n). The following lemma covers (0, 0, n). 

LEMMA 2. For n > 0, 

A’“‘=d n 

with 

d,= -(g)1’4(n1fl)( -Z$ypln!, 

and Theorem 3 holds for Ag’(O, a) = (125/32)d,,. 

Proof: The proof is very similar to that of [6, Lemma 4.11. 1 

58?b.‘54’1-8 
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In proving Theorem 3, the following lemmas will be used frequently 
without explicit reference. 

LEMMA 3. Let F(x, y, I) and G(x, y, I) be two formal power series with 
non-negative coefficients. Zf 

F(x, Y, 0 d G(x, Y, 0, 

then 

,n+ I.1 p+ I.1 

ayn ni E I az; 
W, Y, 4 d 

ayn nie, azq 
G(x, Y, 0, 

and 

F’“‘(x, Z, a) < G’“‘(x Z a) 3, 

Proof: The proof is trivial once we recall that S(x) has non-negative 
coefficients. fl 

LEMMA 4. Zf F(x, y) is analytic and non-zero at (2127,615) and 

where uk .$ { 0, - 1, -2, . . . } is strictly increasing, then 

(FG)‘k’ = F(2/27, 6/5) GCk’ + o(GCk’). 

Proof See the proof of [2, Lemma 11. i 

We now complete the proof of Theorem 3. Let (g, I) # (0, 0) and n > 0, 
assume that Theorem 3 is true for all indices before (g, 111, n). Then it 
follows from (2t(6) and Lemma 3 that 

LF;i;k)(~,Z+ {w},a+ke,)=O ((1-;x)-e+3'4), (9) 

L’,;:‘,,,(x, z, a) = 0 (( 2Tx)-“‘“), (10) 1 -5 

Lgi”(x, I- {i}, a)= 0 (( Yx)-““‘), l- (11) 

Np+‘)(x,Z,a)=O l-1 (( 27x)-‘+3’4), (12) 
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where e is defined in Theorem 3. Applying 

alal 

Ilic, azY 

to both sides of (8), setting zi=f, and using (9)-(12), we obtain 

d~~(l,z,u)=0((1-fx)-‘+31i’n). 

Applying 

(13) 

to both sides of (7), setting y = zi =f, and using (9)-( 13), we obtain 

d:“‘(x,l,a)=db”‘(z,u)(l-~~)~‘+O((l-~x)-’+1’4), 

with d:’ > 0 given by the recursion 

+ 6 4c (n+l)!q! 

0 
Ll(“+a’+2)(z- {i}, ccl,&(i)). 

5 iEI(n+cq+2)! g (14) 

Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
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Setting Z= 0 in (8) and using Theorem 3, we obtain 

+gdF!,(jw}, e,) 

+gd:L’L12(0,0)] (l-~x)-““g-““4 

4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 

Similar to Section 3, we have 

THEOREM 4. Let e=(lOg+2n+5~1~+2~~~-3)/4. Then 

d~:(x,z,u)4((l-~x)-‘+3’4+n’2) for (g,Z)#(O,0), 

and there is a collection of constants JF’(Z, a) such that 

for (g, IZI,n)Z(O,O,0) and$“‘(Z,a)>Ofor (g, lZl,n)#(O,O, 1). 
The analogs of (14) and (15) turn out to be 

x Yijk’(S, aIs) dtpyk’(z- s, ul,ps) 

+ 6 4c (n+l)!q! 

0 
d’(n+af+2’(Z- {i}, ul,piij), 

5 i,,(n+ai+2)! g (16) 
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and 

+~J~~,({w),lw)] (1 -+-(10g-6)‘4 

+o((l+-“““-““4). 

The following lemma together with (15) and (17) and [ 1, Theorem 43 
complete the proof of Theorem 1 (cf. [6, Sect. 51 for details). 

LEMMA 5. Let TF’(Z, a), T$“(Z, a) be the constants defined in [S, 
Theorem 33 and Ar’(Z, a), dF)(Z, a) be the constants defined in Theorem 3 
and Theorem 5. Then for (g, 111, n) # (0, 0, 0), we have 

with 

iif)(Z, a) = pop; + ‘a’gy’ f2gTp(z, a), 

A;‘(Z, a) = bob;+ ‘e’/?y’ + “T;‘(Z, a), 

p =W-$)2 
I 2512 x 33’2 ’ 

ProoJ The proof is straightforward by comparing the recursions (14) 
and (16) with (4.6) and (4.7) of [6] (cf. the proof of [6, Lemma 5.11). 1 
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